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Cebuanos welcome
new telco: mayor
Converge ICT Solutions rolls out new technology: Dennis Uy
Cebuanos welcome the
entry of another player in
the
telecommunications
industry, said Cebu City
Mayor Edgardo Labella that
brings the broadband market
into a different level and
change the internet speed
race in the metropolitan
area.
Converge ICT Solutions,
a
major
fiber
optic
technology provider in the
country promises the fastest

fiber internet project to serve
homes and small businesses
in the province of Cebu.
Dennis Anthony Uy,
president and CEO of
Converge ICT Solutions,
bared that their firm has
started laying submarine
cables to power their fiber
optic connections in Cebu.
He is personally overseeing
the execution of their fiber
connection technology..
Jake Diango, Visayas

area head of Converge
lamented that Cebu is
underserved in terms of fiber
optic connection, adding that
“it’s where our firm comes in
and we are rolling out our
new technology.”
Michael
Maquiran,
head of Converge’s national
consumer and SME sales,
said that Converge will be
serving broadband fiber
to the homes, but will not
compete with the wireless

and the wired networks
of other telecom firms.
He further said that their
primary goal is to roll as
much number of homes,
small
businesses
and
enterprises for the entire
island of Cebu.
“We are going to be
roaming (with) our first cell
sites on areas where they are
not there,” Maquiran added.
Converge is a nationwide
telecommunications

and
information,
and
communications technology
company based in Clark,
Pampanga.
It
has
a
license from the National
Telecommunications
Commission (NTC) and is
congressional
franchised.
It boasts of 19 years of
experience in providing
trustworthy and excellent
ICT and broadcast solutions
with the use of pure fiberoptic technology.

Cebu City Mayor Edgar Labella (second from left) explains to businessman Dennis Uy of Converge ICT Solutions the importance of a third major fiber optic technology provider in the country
to fasttract internet in homes and businesses. With Labella are Cebu City Councilor Edu Rma (left) and former Cebu City Councilor Gerry Carillo (third from left).
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Tolentino is CREBA
confab’s keynote speaker

Officers of the Chamber of Real Estate and Builders’ Associations, Inc. (CREBA)

A home for every Filipino:
10 million homes by 2040
Such an ambitious goal
but with the aggrupation of
real estate developers and
builders coming together, it
is possible.
This is the theme of the
Chamber of Real Estate
and Builders’ Associations
(CREBA), Inc, on its 28th
National Convention on
October 9 to 12, 2019 at
Waterfront Hotel & Casino,
Lahug, this city.
CREBA holds its annual
convention in October to
support the government’s
declaration of the month
of October as the National

Housing Month. The yearly
conference of real estate
developers and builders
promotes
camaraderie
among stakeholders, giving
them the opportunity to
carve up business ideas and
collectively discuss doable
course of action to deal with
the country’s housing woes.
According to a statement
from CREBA, this year’s
convention
“intensifies
CREBA’s long-term vision
towards A Home for Every
Filipino, an embodiment of
the association’s Five-Point
Agenda for Housing, which

has become the centerpiece
of its relentless advocacy in
ensuring that every Filipino
is able to live a full and happy
life in a home he can call his
own.”
CREBA aims to construct
500,000 units per year for
the next 20 years, providing
long-term and affordable
funds for socialized and
economic
housing
as
well as all the necessary
appurtenances thereto. In
effect, this laudable move
consequently cuts back at
least 6.57 million housing
backlog in the country.

Sen. Francis Tolentino,
chairman of the Senate
Committee
on
Urban
Planning,
Houschamber
of Reing and Resettlement
will be the keynote speaker
during the CREBA’s 28th
National Convention.
He will be joined by key
officers of the Department
of the Interior and Local
Government
(DILG),
Department of Tourism
(DOT), Bureau of Internal
Revenue (BIR), Department
of
Finance
(DOR),
Department of Environment
and
Natural
Resources
(DENR),
Housing
and
Land Use Regulatory Board
(HLURB), Pag-ibig Fund,
National Housing Authority
(NHA),
Social
Housing
Finance
Corporation
(SHFC),
and
National
Home Mortgage Finance
Corporation (NHMFC).
Pasig City Mayor Vico
Sotto, Manila Mayor Isko
Moreno and Baguio City
Mayor Bemjamin Magalong
will also grace the event
and share their best local
government practices in
public service.
Exhibitors in Cebu include
fast-rising
developers/
builders
namely,
Cebu
Landmasters Inc., Worldwide
Central
Properties,
Resourceworld Management
Corp., Dublin Land Real

Estate Development Corp.,
Greentech
Development
Corp.,
BE
Residences,
Hydraform
Philippines,
Maxicare Healthcare Corp.,
Philippine National Bank,
China
Philippines
Wall
Tech Systems, Habitat for
Humanity, Celestial Meadows
Developers Corp. and the Phil.
Paramount Property Ventures
Inc.
CREBA’s
annual
convention is the country’s
biggest and most important
gathering of all real estate
stakeholders,
builders,
home accessories and all
related realty business and
professionals.
Charlie Gorayeb, CREBA
national chairman; Lito
Panlilio,
executive vice
president
and
national
chairman
of
CREBA
Convention
2019;
and
Jocelyn
Yumul,
vice
president
for
chapter
affairs and 2019 national
convention vice chair.
Gorayeb
said
the
congressmen and senators
must
help
CREABA
in attaining its goal of
constructing at least 10
million housing units from
the present to 2040.
Gorayeb said he has
debated
with
several
congressmen in the past
years in his advocacy to give
home for every family.

Plan on land use long overdue in Congress: CREBA
The
proposed
National Land Use Act
(NLUA) must resolve the
uncertainty on the extent of
the protected lands that are
banned from conversion,
according to the country’s
largest organization of real
estate developers.
The Chamber of Real
Estate
and
Builders’
Associations Inc. (CREBA)
expressed support to the
passage of Senate Bill
No. 38 which divides
into four the categories
of land uses for planning
purposes:
protection,
production, settlements and

infrastructure.
“A national land use
plan has long been needed
by this country. If done
correctly, it shall be a key
policy reference for all
local comprehensive land
use and development plans
in all sectors, including
commercial,
industrial,
housing, and real estate,”
said
Charlie
Gorayeb,
CREBA national chairman.
But Gorayeb said the
NLUA bill should adapt
current laws used by the
business community for
important
investment
decisions:
Republic

Act (RA) 7279 or the
Urban Development and
Housing Act of 1992 (as
amended by RA 10884)
covering all lands in urban
and urbanizable areas;
Presidential Decree 399
limiting the use of strip
lands; and RA 7160, or
the Local Government
Code of 1991, empowering
local government units
to reclassify agri lands if
found more economically
feasible for non-agri uses.
Citing a CREBA study
validated by the National
Mapping
and
Resource
Information
Authority,

Gorayeb
debunked
misconception that the real
estate sector is the “culprit”
for food shortage from
supposed “indiscriminate”
conversion of lands.
The
study
showed
that agri lands account for
some 12.5 million hectares
or 42.72 percent of the
country’s total hectarage of
29.5 million. Yet, built-up or
developed areas amounted
to only 741,353 hectares or
2.52 percent of the total.
“Lands
built
up
or developed for nonagricultural uses – from
time immemorial up to

year 2010 – have hardly
made a dent in the country’s
total agricultural hectarage
despite
all
government
and private infrastructure
nationwide.
Agri
land
area even expanded by 5.4
percent from 2003 to 2010,”
Gorayeb said.
CREBA said the findings
call for a rational and holistic
land use policy that reflects
realities on the ground,
covering all areas of land
use, and factoring in all
development requirements
of every sector to achieve
a well-balanced and stable
economy.
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DOF, DICT working with
DA on TradeNet rollout
TheDepartmentsofFinance
(DOF) and of Information and
Communications Technology
(DICT) are now working
closely with the Department
of Agriculture (DA) on the full
rollout and development of the
government’s online trading
facilitation portal dubbed
TradeNet.
In a report during a recent
DOF Executive Committee
(Execom) meeting, Finance
Undersecretary Gil Beltran
said the DA has already
issued
a
memorandum
order (MO) instructing its
personnel to coordinate
with the DOF and DICT on
integrating the issuance of
sanitary and phytosanitary
(SPS) certificates in TradeNet.
The DA is a key
component of TradeNet as
it is among the regulatory
bodies that process permits

for imports and exports,
particularly of agricultural
products such as rice, which
is now freely imported under
the rice tariffication law
subject to the compliance by
traders of SPS requirements.
Beltran
reported
to
Finance Secretary Carlos
Dominguez III that “the DA
has created project teams for
integrating SPS in TradeNet
and the ASEAN Single
Window (ASW).”
“These teams will work
with the DOF and DICT
in developing TradeNet
modules for the ASW
exchange,” Beltran said.
According to a separate
report by the DOF’s InterAgency Business Process
Interoperability
(IABPI)
Team, the Bureau of Plant
Industry (BPI) will handle
the
e-Phyto
Sanitary

certificate, while the Bureau
of Animal Industry (BAI) and
the Bureau of Fisheries and
Aquatic Resources (BFAR)
will handle the e-Animal
Health certificate.
“The target of the
Philippines to join the ASW
is November 2019,” the
IABPI team said.
TradeNet has started
processing
permits
for
imports
and
exports,
according to Beltran.
Beltran said the online
portal is also expected to
streamline the application
for the electronic Certificates
of Origin (e-COs) from
members of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) after the Bureau
of Customs (BOC) released
an MO that provides the
guidelines for the submission
and processing of all e-COs

through TradeNet.gov.ph.
Customs Memorandum
Order (CMO) 15-2019 on
the
Operationalization
of the Issuance of e-COs
was signed and issued by
Customs
Commissioner
Rey Leonardo Guerrero last
March 18.
TradeNet.gov.ph, which
will perform the functions
of
the
government’s
National Single Window
(NSW),
will
eventually
be interconnected to the
ASW, which is a regional
initiative that aims to
speed up cargo clearances
and
promote
economic
integration by enabling the
electronic exchange of border
documents among the 10
ASEAN member-states.
Once TradeNet is fully
operational, he said that
traders may apply online for
import and export permits
for commodities such as rice,
sugar, used motor vehicles,
chemicals (toluene), frozen
meat,
medicines
(for
humans, animals, or fish)
and cured tobacco.

New Income Tax Table 2019 Philippines
The new income tax table
below is applied effective
January 2019 following the
new BIR TRAIN, meaning, Tax
Reform for Acceleration and
Inclusion Act implementing
the Income Tax Provisions of
the Republic Act 10963. So if
you are computing your 2018
and 2019 income tax, you
must now use and apply this
new tax table.
The Tax Reform for
Acceleration and Inclusion
was introduced last year
while the implementation
starts at 2018. Its objectives
include reduction of tax
rates, simplified tax system,
expansion of VAT base, excise
tax on sugary, automobiles,
and petroleum products.
The
Department
of
Finance
also
propose
tax reforms for estate
tax amnesty, general tax
amnesty, amendments to
bank secrecy law, lower
estate and donor’s tax rates,
lower rates on transaction
taxes on land, limit on
VAT zero-rating to direct

exporters, rationalization of
fiscal incentives, VAT refund
in cash, harmonization of
capital income tax rates
on deposits, investments,
dividends, equities and other
passive income to 10% and
increase on stock transaction
tax from 0.5% to 1%.

Atty. Harold Baronda,
chief of the BIR 13 Legal
Division, said the tax amnesty
for deliquent taxpayers will
take effect for one year, from
April 2019 to April 2020.
Baronda said the amnesty
for the unpaid real estate tax
will be for two years. from

April 2019 to April 2021 or
two years from the effectivity
of the Implementing Rules
and Regulations (IRR) of the
tax amnesty law.
Once the heirs of properties
will avail of the amnesty law,
they can now dispose their
inherited properties.

Digital solutions,
to revive factory
output: NEDA
A speedy implementation
of infrastructure projects is
seen to help sustain demand
for
construction-related
manufactures towards the
end of the year, the National
Economic and Development
Authority said.
In
the
Philippine
Statistics
Authority’s
Monthly Integrated Survey
of Selected Industries for
August 2019, the Volume of
Production Index (VoPI) was
down by 9.3 percent while
the Value of Production
Index (VaPI) contracted by
7.9 percent. This is the eighth
consecutive month for 2019
where total manufacturing
indices are on the decline.
The weak performance of
heavily weighted petroleum
products, furniture and fixtures,
transport equipment, electrical
machinery, beverages, and
miscellaneous manufactures
accounted for the contraction
in manufacturing.
Nonetheless, production
indices in constructionrelated manufactures grew,
with notable increases in the
volume and value of nonmetallic mineral products
(8.9% for VoPI and 12.7%
for VaPI) and basic metals
(16.5% for VoPI and 6.8%
for VaPI). The sub-sector
growth was attributed to the
construction of new cement
plants and also in part to the
expansion in infrastructure
spending of the government.
Socioeconomic Planning
Sec. Ernesto M. Pernia
said
that
fast-tracking
the
implementation
of
infrastructure projects will
help the manufacturing sector
recover even with less optimistic
business outlook as uncertainty
in the global market remains.
The
completion
of
infra projects will improve
transport
and
logistics,
crucial
in supporting the
manufacturing sector. An
extension in the validity
of the 2019 budget and
the
immediate
passage
of the proposed national
budget for 2020 will assure
sustained implementation of
construction projects.
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PUJ protests
We should not
look at how the
recent protests of
jeepney
drivers
failed to disrupt
the metro’s public
transport system.
The mass action was
more of a desperate
call for attention to
the inevitable loss
of their means of
Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
livelihood.
The government’s
modernization program comes with the phaseout
of old jeepneys by July 2020. These vehicles will
be replaced with Euro-diesel engines or electric
motors. These vehicles promise safer travel with
low if not zero environment-friendly emissions.
For jeepney operators though, new units would
cost P1.2 to P1.8 million. Still many operators have
availed of seven-year loans at six percent interest.
In addition, there subsidies that reach P170,000.
Government seems content with the package.
For the LTFRB, for instance, some 5,600 jeepney
operators have availed of the government offer.
However, small operators along with drivers
who drive own jeepneys are at a loss. They simply
cannot afford the government’s package. In their
eyes, the modernization program of the government
is not about replacing their old jeepneys with
something new. The government program simply
deprives them of a source of livelihood.
The way I look at it, government will need to
empathize with the poorer sections of the transport
sector and offer more affordable packages.
It is ironic. Another government agency, the
National Anti-Poverty Commission (NAPC) seeks to
uplift the lives of the so-called poorest of the poor with
livelihood programs. Meanwhile, the modernization
program will result in loss of livelihood.
NAPC
Incidentally, Secretary Noel Felongco of
NAPC last week signed an agreement with Cebu
City Mayor Edgar Labella for the implementation
of a national livelihood program funded by the
Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp.
The program called for the construction of
a trading center, the procurement of a vehicle
to transport goods, and support for small-scale
livelihood projects.
Cebu City is part of the NAPC priority areas.
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Unity vs. water crisis
For the longest time, we
already know about longterm problems like seawater
intrusion into Metro Cebu
aquifers and the need for
strategic solutions decades
ago to avert a water crisis
today.
Even before we dealt with
extreme weather conditions
as a result of climate change,
our aquifers had been
slowly depleted because of
population growth and rapid
economic development
However, the Metro Cebu
Water District (MCWD) had
to deal with a protracted tug-

Atty. Gerardo Carillo

o-war on who calls the shots
between Cebu City and Cebu
Provincial officials. Like
delays in the implementation
of much-needed projects
to address other problems,
the cause had been almost
always politics.
The courts only resolved
this problem in 2017. The
MCWD officials tasked with
looking into the problem
had barely two years to undo
what Cebu neglected to do
for several decades.
Today, we need to work
together and not be bogged
down again by politics.

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Chairman

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Bebie Hiñola Baquero

Editor

Marketing Manager

Emmanuel R. Espina
Production Head

This is particularly crucial
considering the political
changes last May and the
particularly
antagonistic
“pulihi” atmosphere during
the election campaign.
The
short-sighted,
myopic, and knee jerk action
would be to replace the
existing MCWD officials with
those who helped during the
campaign.
Yes, the need now to
address the water crisis
is unity and cooperation
among all stakeholders.
That’s practically, all of us
Cebuanos.

Cebu Business Week is published every
Monday by Cebu Newsmakers Forum, Inc.
All contents of this newspaper will go online
every Wednesday of the week.

Room 310-A,3rd floor WDC Bldg.
Osmeña Blvd., Cebu City
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Russian man sues Apple for “turning him gay”

BIZBITS
Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Forever 21 said it
will not close down its
Philippine stores despite
facing bankruptcy issue.
On September 30, the retail
chain assured the public
that it remains business
as usual and will continue
its operations, according
to a statement released on
Tuesday, October 1.
***
The
Regional
Board
of
Investment
of
the
Bangsamoro
Autonomous
Region in Muslim Mindanao
(RBOI-BARMM) approved on
Friday the registration of Wao
Development
Corporation
(WDC) for the establishment

of a P306-million pineapple
packing plant in Barangay
Banga, Wao, starting this
month. WDC, is a subsidiary of
Dole Philippines. The project
is expected to employ 753
workers. The firm will export
100 percent of its products to
Singapore through Dole Asia
Holdings.
***
Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) Secretary
Ramon
Lopez
revealed
that Russian businesses
are keen on expanding
their operations to the
Philippines. According to
Lopez, Rusian businesses
are exploring on various
industries including airport
infrastructure,
aviation,
shipbuilding,
railways,
satellite navigation system,
waste water management
and power.
***
The
Department
of
Energy (DoE) hopes to
release within 30 days its

decision on the seven groups
that bid for areas it offered
for petroleum exploration.
Up for grabs were: a site
in Cagayan, three in east
Palawan, three in Sulu Sea,
two in Agusan-Davao, one
in Cotabato, and four in west
Luzon. None of the areas lies
in waters contested by China
and the Philippines, Energy
Secretary Leonido Pulido
said.
***
A project in corn
production in sloping areas
in Barangay Danasan, Danao
City generated an increase in
corn yield. The Department
of Agriculture (DA) 7
implemented this 3-hectare
model farm through the
efforts of the Danasan
Farmers Association headed
by Junrey Batoon.
***
A Russian man has filed
a lawsuit against Apple
after claiming an iPhone
app turned him gay when

he was sent the wrong type
of cryptocurrency. The man
from Moscow is seeking one
million rubles in damages
after a cryptocurrency called
“Gay Coin” was delivered via
a smartphone app, rather
than the Bitcoin he has
ordered.
He said that the technology
giant “pushed him towards
homosexuality
through
manipulation” and caused
him “moral and mental
harm.” The 69 Gaycoins
arrived on a cryptocurrency
payment app with a note
saying “don’t judge until
you try,” according to the
complaint. The man identified as D. Razumiluvhas downloaded the app
onto his iPhone in 2017, the
Moscow Times reported.
“Now I have a boyfriend and
I don’t know how to explain
this to my parents… my life
has been changed to the
worse and will never become
normal again,” he said.

(Daily Mail)
***
Malaysia’s competition
watchdog threatened to
hit Grab with a $21 million
for
fine
for
practices
that
allegedly
reduced
competition,
the
latest
problem for the ride-hailing
giant. Grab is the biggest
ride-hailing firm in Southeast
Asia, and has strengthened
its hold on the market since
buying US rival’s operations
in the region last year.
But
the
Singaporeheadquartered firm came
under
scrutiny
from
regulators
in
several
countries due to concerns
about its dominant position.
The Malaysia Competition
Commission proposed fining
Grab almost 87 million ringgit
($21 million) for preventing
its drivers from providing
advertising services for the
company’s
competitors.
(AFP). (mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com)

Internet Super Hiway

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

Keep
on
hearing
complaints about the snail
pace internet connection
of our leading telco. Our
country has been overtaken
by
other
third
world
countries as far as speed.
In its latest State of the
Internet Report, the cloud
service provider and content
delivery network Akamai
Intelligent Platform said the
Philippines has the lowest
average internet connection
speed in the world and among
Asia – Pacific countries with

4.5 Mbps.
This is probably the
reason why our President
wanted an entry of new
players in the industry
to boost our internet
service which a number of
subscribers from the giant
telco are already whining for
a better and faster internet
provision.
Meanwhile we look with
envy from countries with
higher speed such as South
Korea which topped the list
of countries speed in the
world and the Asia-Pacific
region. It has the highest
average speed of 26.1 Mbps
faster than the United States
with 17.2 Mbps.
My meeting with the
top boss of the newest telco

Change
is coming
indeed.

provides a fresh air to the
industry.
Converge ICT
Solution Chief Executive
Officer Dennis Uy was
in town to announce the
establishment of the latest
fiber
optics
technology
delivering an average of 20
to 30 Mpbs in our homes.
Had a privilege of meeting
newest telco boss and I can
see a beacon hope for the
Cebuanos.
They would be partnering
with South Korean telco
Giant KT Corp., promising
to offer better and cheaper
telecommunication services
to Cebu. He promised an
internet super highway to
the Cebuanos which would
be capable of delivering up
to 900 mbps.
Many observed that this
initiative is what the unhappy
customers has been waiting
for – better internet solution.
We have to grab the alternative
our president is offering.

Dennis Anthony Uy, president and CEO of Converge ICT Solutions,
shakes the hands of Cebu City Mayor Edgardo Labella.
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Cebu Legal
Pedia
Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

The Cebuano
delegates
of the 1934
Constitutional
Convention

The passage of the
Tydings McDuffie Law of the
American Congress ushered
the election of the delegates
of the 1934 Constitutional
Convention. The election
of the delegates was held
on July 10, 1934. It was the
first time that the nation
was given the right to
choose its own delegates
unlike the 1897 Biak na
Bato Constitution and the
1899 Malolos Constitution
were the delegates where
appointed.
The delegates finished
its job of drafting the
Constitution on February 8,
1935, it was then submitted
for its ratification in a
plebiscite held on May 14,
1935. It catalyzed the holding
of the first Philippine
presidential election on
September 16, 1935.
Cebu elected its delegate

considered the best and
brightest,
among
them
formed part of the fabled
“Seven Wise Men” who were
given the honor of collating
the provisions and crafting
its final draft.
The Cebuano Delegates
of the 1934 Constitutional
Convention were:
Manuel C. Briones, who
became the 1st Cebuano
Justice of the Supreme
Court. An extraordinary
lawyer, a jurist, a legislator
having been elected as
Representative to the House
of Representatives, a writer,
a street fronting the Cebu
City Hall Executive Building
is named after him.
Casiano
Carin,
who
was admitted to the Bar
on December 31, 1925, a
Legislator and a member
of Cebu’s lawyer clan and
lawmakers.

Mariano Jesus Cuenco,
a lawyer, appointed as the
1st Cebu City Mayor, held the
appointment for three days,
he however did not assume
the position. MJ Cuenco
became the Political Kingpin
of the old 5th District of Cebu,
bequeathing the position
to his brother, Miguel, also
a lawyer and grandson,
Antonio Veloso Cuenco, a
lawyer product of the Ateneo
de Manila who became the
1st Speaker Pro Tempore
in 1988 when Congress was
restored.
Paulino
Gullas,
1st Placer of the Bar,
Founder of the The Freeman
(1919),
Congressman
and Martyr of the World
War II. Cesar Kintanar,
who was admitted to the
Bar on January 3, 1928,
became Judge of the Court
of First Instance. Antonio

Mansueto, a Farmer and
a Businessman and Cebu
City Government Official.
Juanito
Maramara,
a
Businessman.
Hilario Moncado, Founder
of the Filipino Crusaders
World Army more known as
the Moncadista, he became
the Convention Timekeeper.
Dionisio
Nierre,
a
Physician and Surgeon.
Nicolas Rafols, lawyer and
lawmaker, the street in
Cebu City called Jasmin
Street has been renamed
after him. Felismeno V.
Rivera, admitted to the
Bar on December 5, 1931.
Filemon and Vicente Yap
Sotto, the Brothers who
both
became
Lawyers,
Congressmen,
Senators
and
Newspapermen
and Antonio B. Ybanez,
admitted to the Bar on
January 29, 1925.

The OFW remittances – saving grace

This Business
of Living
Emm R. Espina

THE SAVING GRACE
of Philippine economy,
the remittances of the
overseas workers were most
welcomed, as this would help
about 8 million families hold
back the threat of inflation.
The Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP) said the
steady growth in personal
remittances
during
the
first 5 months of the year
came mostly from landbased OFW workers with
work contracts of at least
one year, which aggregated
to $10.5 billion.
Inflows from sea-based
workers and land-based
workers with short-term
contracts
totaled
$2.9
billion.

Meanwhile,
cash
remittances coursed through
banks rose to $2.6 billion
in May, 5.7% higher than
the $2.5 billion in the same
month last year.
From January to May,
cash remittances coursed
through banks reached $12.3
billion, 4.5% higher than the
recorded $11.8 billion a year
ago, according to a Rappler
report.
THE UNITED STATES
registered the highest share
of overall remittances during
the 5-month period at 36%.
Saudi Arabia, Singapore,
the United Arab Emirates,
the United Kingdom, Japan,
Canada, Hong Kong, Qatar,
and Kuwait comprised the
rest of the top 10 sources.
What
with
current
financial woes the country
is facing, this is indeed
heartening as this would
soften the blow of continuous
price increases and that local
wages (in the private sector
are stagnant).
It is said that once
the Philippines achieves
upper middle income status,
the government will no

longer be eligible for Japan’s
Special Terms for Economic
Partnership funding
Before the Philippines
becomes classified as an
upper
middle
income
country,
Socioeconomic
Planning Secretary Ernesto
Pernia said the government
will prioritize borrowing
money from Japan for more
expensive projects first.
In an interview with Rappler,
Pernia said that once the
Philippines’ income status
is upgraded, the government
will no longer be qualified for
favorable terms of Japanese
official
development
assistance.
“We would not be
qualified for the Special
Terms
[for]
Economic
Partnership (STEP) funding.
We would be non-STEP.
What we have to do is to
prioritize the projects.”
More costly projects will be
prioritized. We want them to
move forward faster than the
lesser cost projects,” Pernia
told reporters.
According to him, there is
a grace period of two years
from the time the Philippines

achieves the upgrade.
He said that the planned
Metro
Manila
Subway,
North-South
Commuter
Railway, and Mindanao
projects are among those
that should be prioritized
while there is time.
The country’s gross domestic
product growth for the 1st
quarter of 2019 plunged to a
4-year low of 5.6%, missing
the government’s target of

6% to 7%.
“We anticipated it could
be end of this year, but it
could be moved back to
2020 because of our lower
economic growth rate this
year possibly,” Pernia said.
Will this answer the nagging
problem of financing other
big-ticket projects like the
Cebu-Bohol bridge, or the
Naga-to-Danao link?
Hoping for the best.

CIT-U PTA. The officers of the Senior High Schooll PTA of CIT-U
headed by Dr. Alex Ocampo (seated third from left), the president,
pose for posterity after their PTA Planning Sessions last Sept. 29,
2019 at the Med CAfe and Resto.
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New 20 coins still to bear CCCI in the Loop October 6, 2019
Manuel L. Quezon’s face
The Cebu Chamber of (ACAS) in 2018.
With its outstanding
Bangko
Sentral
ng
Pilipinas (BSP) announced
that the 20 peso note will be
changed into a coin due to the
overuse of the banknote with
each individual note only
lasting a year in circulation.
The decision is based on a
research by the University
of the Philippines. BSP
states that the new P20
peso coin would cost more
to manufacture but would
last for 10 to 15 years, longer
than a 20 peso banknote.
BSP Governor Benjamin
Diokno is backing the
proposal to convert P20 bills
into coins, which will be out
next year.
While the design of the
new coins is still in the works,
Diokno said these “will also
have the face of President
Manuel L. Quezon,” referring
to the current orange bills
in circulation. Quezon is
the second President of the
Philippines, who led the
country during American
occupation from 1935 to
1944.
“It’s still being studied,
but we look at the numbers.
Do you know that it costs us
20 to print a 20-peso bill?

And that bill is the most used
currency,” Diokno said.
The
former
Budget
secretary, was appointed by
President Rodrigo Duterte
to serve the remaining
four-year term as BSP chief
last March. The central
bank launched new bills
bearing Diokno’s worm-like
signature only last July 3.
The central bank has
the sole power to print and
circulate cash used in the
Philippines, which is all done
at the BSP’s Security Plant
Complex along East Avenue
in Quezon City.
The BSP said last week that
the new coin proposal stems
from a study conducted by the
University of the Philippines,
which recommended the
shift from paper to metal
coins for durability. Being
the most used denomination;
20 bills are easily spoiled and
is the fastest to be returned
to the BSP for replacement.
Currently, the P20 bill
is the lowest denomination
among
banknotes.
The
central bank previously
converted the brown P10
bills into coins.

Commerce and Industry,
Inc.
(CCCI)
recognizes
that human capital is key
to sustainable enterprise
growth and development.
It also underscores the
belief that the key to workforce
development should be a
joint
industry-academe
partnership.
I
n
this realization, CCCI with
the assistance of the AFOS
FoundationforEntrepreneurial
Development Cooperation
established the Assessment,
Certification
and
Accreditation
Services

The ACAS program of
the
Chamber
facilitates
the identification of skills
matched in response to
the current industry needs
through technical vocational
dualized training education
and institutionalizes the
participation of industries
in the training of future and
existing workers.
Since its inception, the
project has collaborated with
25 schools and companies
and certified 150 DTS
graduates with the Chamber
basic qualification certificate.

success, ACAS was chosen by
the International Chamber
of Commerce
World
Chambers Federation as one
of the top five Best Education
and Training Projects in the
world during the 2019 World
Chambers Competition at
the 11th World Chambers
Congress (WCC) in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil last June 14.
The CCCI is the lone
chamber to have represented
the Philippines in the WCC
and the only Chamber of
Commerce in the whole Asia
that was awarded.

ACAS Program. Happy faces of young people who passed the ACAS program of the Cebu Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CCCI).

Certificate needed for unemployment insurance: Dole
Workers
who
are
involuntarily
separated
from
work
need
to
secure
the
DOLE’s
Certificate of Separation
from
Employment/
Unemployment from the
Department of Labor and
Employment to avail of an
unemployment insurance.
According to DOLE-7
Regional Director Salome
O. Siaton, the DOLE’s
Certificate of Unemployment
is a primary requisite for the
application for payment of
unemployment
insurance
or involuntary separation
benefit of the Social Security
System (SSS).
“All employees including
Kasambahay and Overseas

Filipino Workers who are
covered for the grant of
unemployment
insurance
or involuntary separation
benefit should apply for this
DOLE certification,” said
Director Siaton.
She emphasized though
that only those who were
separated or dismissed from
work due to authorized causes
will be granted with the
certification from the DOLE.
Authorized
causes
as grounds for dismissal
from work would include
the following, namely: (1)
Retrenchment to prevent
losses; (2) Closure or cessation
of operation of an establishment
not due to serious losses or
financial reverses; (3) When

the employee is suffering from
a disease not curable within the
period of six (6) months and
his/her continued employment
is prejudicial to his/her health
or to the health of his/her coemployees; (4) Installation
by employer of labor-saving
devices; (5) Redundancy; and
(6) Impossible reinstatement of
the employee to his/her former
position.
Employees
who
are
involuntarily
separated
may file their application
for DOLE certification at
the DOLE Field/Provincial
Office where the employer
is located or where the
employee resides.
“In the case of OFWs,
they
may
file
their

application at the Philippine
Overseas Labor Office where
their employer operates
or at the DOLE Field/
Provincial Office where the
OFW resides,” explained the
Regional Director.
Applicants
must
be
able to present one (1)
valid identification card
(ID) and a copy of the
Notice of Termination or a
duly notarized Affidavit of
Termination of Employment.
“For the issuance of this
certification, the DOLE will
do its best to observe the
one day Process Cycle Time.
The certification should be
duly signed by the Head of
the Field/Provincial Offices
of the DOLE,” added the

Salome O. Siaton

DOLE-7 Head.
The issuance of the DOLE
certification is pursuant to
Department Circular No.
01-2019 or the Guidelines
on the Issuance of DOLE
Certification as a Requirement
for Application for Payment
of Unemployment Insurance
or Involuntary Separation
Benefit.
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Filipina celebrities
and their successful
businesses
Here are some of our fave Pinay stars who are nort only
celebrities but entrepreneurs as well.
Judy Ann Santos
Judy Ann Santos shared her love for food
in her restaurant, Angrydobo.
Angel Locsin
Angel owns a KTV business named Fuel
Up Bar and KTV. The name is inspired by
the actress’ love for race cars.
Anne Curtis
Anne Curtis is the proud owner of
BLK
Cosmetics.
She also co-owns Rockstar KTV in Bonifacio Global, Taguig with
singer Karylle
Marian Rivera
Flora Vida is the business of Marian Rivera. Marian’s floral
arrangement can be ordered through her website.
Jodi Sta. Maria
Jodi Sta. Maria owns a gastropub called Rue Bourbon Bar.
Kris Bernal
The Kapuso star is the owner of House of Gogi and a lipstick line
called She Cosmetics.
Jennylyn Mercado
Jennylyn Mercado shares her passion for baking by selling
homemade cookies called Chunky Dough.
Angelica Panganiban
Angelica Panganiban co-owns the production company called
Bright Bulb Productions with her friends John Prats and Sam
Milby.
Kathryn Bernardo
Kathryn Bernardo’s love for nail pampering made her decide to
open her own called KathNails.
Camille Prats
When Camille Prats is not busy with her showbiz commitments,
she’s working at her school Divine Angels Montessori of Cainta,
their family-owned Nayomi Sanctuary Resort in Batangas, and
food businesses called Tito’s Fil-Mex Restaurant and Asakusa
Home of Tempura.
Shaina Magdayao
In 2015, Shaina and her partners launched the
Engineering for Kids franchise. It is based
off an educational program in the United
States. The program introduces kids aged
4 to 14 to subjects like Math, Science, and
Engineering.
Carla Abellana
Carla Abellana is a franchise owner of
a nail salon and a restaurant called Holy
Smokes in Makati.
Glaiza De Castro
Glaiza Galura owns a bed and breakfast business called Casa
Galura, in Baler, Aurora.
KC Concepcion
KC Concepcion’s pride and joy is her jewelry
business called Avec Moi.
Toni and Alex Gonzaga
Toni and Alex Gonzaga owns milk tea shop
called Happy Cup.
Jodi Sta. Maria
Jodi Sta. Maria owns a gastropub called
Rue Bourbon Bar.
Liza Soberano
The Bagani star opened the Hope, Hand and Foot Wellness
Center in Tomas Morato, Quezon City.

GMovies introduces reversed QR codes
for hassle-free movie experience
The GMovies ticketing
app
further
enhances
the
cinema
experience
of its customers with the
introduction of reversed
quick response (RQR) coding
technology that eliminates
the need for users to line up
at the ticket counter, saving
them time and effort.
The upgraded GMovies
app still follows the same
easy online booking steps
but with added convenience.
Customers only need to head
to the cinema porter and scan
their QR codes via the “Scan
QR Code” button located
below their e-tickets. Once
the transaction is verified,
they can go straight to their
seats.
“GMovies continues its
mission to provide the best
film ticketing service in the
country,” said Glenn Estrella,
Senior Vice President for
Globe
Digital
Ventures.
“With the RQR technology,
we are able to provide our
customers with hassle-free
experience at the movies by
shortening the time it takes
to enter the cinema even
more. This is a frictionless
customer experience at its
best.”

The RQR code
is
currently
available
at
Ayala Malls Cinemas only,
namely Abreeza, Alabang
Town Center, Ayala Center
Cebu, Centrio, Glorietta 4,
Greenbelt 1, Greenbelt 3,
Harbor Point, MarQuee,
Market! Market!, Solenad,
Bonifacio
High
Street,
Fairview Terraces, TriNoma,

The 30th, U.P, Town, Vertis
North, Legazpi, and South
Park Cinema.
The GMovies app is
available on both IOS and
Android. Follow us on
our social media pages Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter - for more details
on anything blockbusterrelated.

How to Apply for Angkas Rider
What is Angkas Rider?
In simple words, Angkas is like a motorcycle version of an Uber. You are an Angkas
Rider (biker, driver) if you successfully got accepted in the Angkas program.
Angkas Rider Benefits
Big income opportunity
Flexible working hours
Security and insurance benefits
Majority of full-time Angkas riders now earn as much as P1,500 per day while
those who do it part-time earn an average of P500per day. No wonder more and more
motorists apply to become Angkas riders. Another advantage of being an Angkas
rider is the flexible working hours. Similarly, the mobile app is also very reliable when
searching for passengers that match your time and location.
Application to the Angkas platform will give you free safety and customer service
training. Moreover, you will also receive insurance coverage for you and your passengers.
With these benefits, you will certainly be working and driving with peace of mind.
How to Apply for Angkas Rider Online
Fill out the application form online
Wait for a notification about your application and safety training schedule
Attend the safety training and skills assessment appointment
Start accepting your Angkas bookings and earn money
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Cooperative offers safe DOE-approved LPG cylinder
The Philippine Eco-Gas
Producers Cooperative (PEPC)
has expanded its operation
by acquiring an aluminum
type of cylinder for Liquefied
Petroleum Gas (LPG).
In
an
interview,
PEPC Chief Operations
Officer
(COO)
Eduardo
M. Antiligando and PEPC
Directors Virgilio Catajoy
and Fe Potestas said that their
cooperative is authorized to
sell LPG cylinder nationwide.
They said the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI)
has approved the cylinders,
while the Department of
Energy (DOE) has issued
a Standard Compliance
Certificate (SCC) to dealers,
retailers, PEPC as marketer,
and Phoenix as refiller.
At first, PEPC has ordered
a welded stainless steel
cylinder, but the company
with International Standard
of Operation (ISO) was
only able to supply 70,000
cylinders a month, and the
matching stove.
After the DOE authorized
them to sell LPG cylinder
nationwide, PEPC ordered
an aluminum type of LPG
cylinder from China. The

Eduardo Antiligando, COO of PEPC shows the media a copy of the ordinance of the Mandaue City Concil against
the illegal butane caniister. PEPC Directors Fe Potestas and Virgilio Catajoy looks on.

Chinese company is capable
of supplying 100,000 LPG
cylinders a day.
PEPC has presently more
than 50 dealers and retailers
in Cebu with DOE SCC.
The content of the

stainless steel or aluminum
cylinder is P23 plus P0.50 if
the product will be delivered.
The cylinder itself has a
deposit of P250 each, subject
to refund if the consumer
will not use it anymore.

Airbnb vs. hotels: New research sheds light
on how they can compete and benefit
Researchers from the
Tepper School of Business at
Carnegie Mellon University
published new research
which sheds new light on
the impact Airbnb and
similar “sharing economy”
companies are having on
the hospitality industry. The
findings suggest that in some
cases, the presence of Airbnb
can help attract more demand
in some markets while
challenging the traditional
hotel pricing strategies. The
study s authored by Hui Li
and Kannan Srinivasan of
Carnegie Mellon University.
The researchers focused
on the entry of the flexiblecapacity sharing economy
platform
Airbnb
and
studied its impact on the
competitive landscape in the
traditional
fixed-capacity

lodging
industry.
Study
authors took into account
market conditions, seasonal
patterns, hotel pricing and
quality, consumer make-up,
and the supply of Airbnb
accommodations in specific
markets. They also considered
factors such as Airbnb’s
strategy toward business
travelers,
government
regulations
on
Airbnb,
changes in hosting costs due
to tax changes and thirdparty services, along with the
professionalism of hosts.
“Our analysis gleaned
a number of insights,” said
Li. “In the end, we arrived
at four conclusions. Airbnb
cannibalizes hotel sales,
especially for lower end
hotels.
Second,
Airbnb
can help stabilize or even
increase demand during peak

travel seasons, offsetting the
potential for higher hotel
prices which can sometimes
be a deterrent. Third, the
flexible lodging capacity
created by Airbnb may
disrupt traditional pricing
strategies in some markets,
actually helping to minimize
the need for seasonal pricing.
And finally, as Airbnb
targets business travelers,
higher-end hotels are most
likely to be affected.”
On
the
issue
of
cannibalization,
the
researchers
found
that
in some markets where
demand is more seasonal,
hotel prices and quality are
relatively lower, and the
fraction of leisure travelers
is higher, consumers can be
more likely to choose Airbnb,
which places competitive

Former
DOE-Visayas
Director Saul Gonzales who
had just retired from the
service, said that PEPC’s LPG
cylinder is safe, affordable
and efficient type of gas in
the market.

pricing pressure on hotels.
The impact of Airbnb on
demand is driven by seasonal
fluctuations of capacity.
Traditionally, hotels have
fixed capacity and tend to
raise prices during peak
seasons and lower them
during off-peak seasons. But
with the presence of flexible
capacity
from
Airbnb,
travelers have more options
during peak seasons, forcing
the market to lower seasonal
pricing. Still, during off-peak
seasons, as Airbnb capacity
contracts, hotels may not
have to lower their prices
significantly. Interestingly,
as capacity between Airbnb
and hotels increase with
demand, that expanded
capacity may have the effect
of attracting more travelers
to a particular destination.
To date, Airbnb sales are
largely derived from leisure
travelers who make up 90
percent of Airbnb sales. As

the company targets the
business travel marketplace,
the researchers found that
high-end hotels are likely to
be most affected, primarily
due to the higher or lower
operating costs faced by
Airbnb hosts in their markets.
“High-end hotels benefit
more from higher Airbnb
host costs, but also suffer
more from lower Airbnb
host costs,” said Srinivasan.
“Another noteworthy finding
is that the benefit of higher
Airbnb host costs levels
off as the costs increase,
whereas the loss from lower
Airbnb host costs continues
to decrease as the costs
decrease. This causes us
to believe that imposing
stricter
regulations
on
Airbnb that raises the cost
of hosting does not help
hotel profitability beyond a
certain point. Yet, reducing
Airbnb host costs can
hurt hotel profitability.”
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Halad-Inasal Fest set
Talisay City, Cebu beckons
all and sundry to its upcoming
Halad-Inasal
Festival
happening on October 15,
2019. This is a thanksgiving
festivity in honor of the town’s
patroness, St. Theresa de Avila.
One of the event’s highlights
is the sustenance festival where
the renowned “inasal” or lechon

takes centerstage and hugs the
limelight. Talisay City is known
for its broiled pig, which is
aptly called “Inasal baboy” or in
more popular term, lechon and
is truly exceptional in Cebu.
It was in 2001 when the
Inasal Festival was conceived by
Talisay City leader and political
icon, Rep. Eduardo Gullas with

the aim of promoting the city
and its specialty.
Tourists, foreign and local
alike, always troop to
Talisay City on its feast day
to pay homage to St. Theresa
de Avila first and foremost
and to experience the one and
only Inasal Festival that only
this city holds.

Globe fires up 3 Siargao cell sites
to enhance connectivity in 3 towns
Globe
cell
site
in
Catangnan which covers
the municipality of General
Luna where Cloud 9, the
surfing area in Siargao, is
located
Globe
enhances
connectivity at the tourist
paradise of Siargao in
Surigao del Norte as it fires
up three cell sites in the
municipalities of General
Luna, Pilar, and Dapa. The
move paves the way for more
tourists from different parts
of the country and the world
to learn about Siargao as
well as promotes financial
inclusion
and
business
growth in the island.
Siargao, known for its
unique island vibe, has
drawn foreign and local
tourists in the past years
and has contributed to the
boom of tourism-related
establishments
such
as
hotels, restaurants and travel
operators, among others.
“We know that a lot of
people in Siargao are looking
for better connectivity. The
topography of Siargao is
quite challenging -- a large
area, quite hilly, and the
population is spread out so
its very expensive to put up a
cell site in Siargao. However
we also know its potential
given the beauty of the place
and its commitment to
sustainable tourism,” said
Ernest Cu, Globe President
and CEO.
He added: “With these
three new cell sites, we bring
data services to the island

so that tourists can share
their Siargao experience to
the rest of the world. We
are laying down fiber so that
businesses can have better
internet connection to aid
them in the digitalization
of their operations. Since
Siargao lacks banks, we
enable financial transactions
through the mobile phone
using GCash. This is just the
start, there are more coming
up,” said Ernest Cu, Globe
President and CEO.
Globe spends about 45
percent of its annual income
on telco infrastructure, with
the belief that providing
data services is the first
step towards true progress.
Thus, Cu implored local
government
officials
in
Siargao to help expedite
the release of permits
for site acquisition and
establishment of cell sites
if Siargao is to become an
important player in the
Philippine tourism industry.
“The local government
units
are
a
major
component of our efforts
to bring connectivity to the
communities. Let us make
Siargao an example so that
all of these impediments to
building infrastructure in
this country will go away. We
will bring our services to the
people because we believe
Globe can change people’s
lives. We are already doing
that through connectivity
and financial inclusion,
among others,” he said.
Cu pointed out the

GLOBE TELECOM. Globe cell site in Catangnan covers the municipality
of General Luna where Cloud 9, the surfing area in Siargao, is located.

perennial problem being
encountered by Globe in the
deployment of cell sites in the
country. From negotiations
and
documentation
of
prospective cell site location
to
securing
structural
permits
and
approvals,
Globe estimates an average
of eight months and over 25
permits before it can build
one cellular tower.
Siargao is one of the
major tourism areas in

the country where Globe
showcased
its
various
products and services such
as Globe myBusiness digital
tools for MSMEs, Globe
At Home Prepaid WiFi,
GoWiFi, Globe Traveler SIM,
and GCash. This is part of the
recent strategic partnership
entered into by Globe and
the Department of Tourism
on the promotion and
digitalization of Philippine
tourism.

PH offers
tourism
incentives
to Taiwan
The Philippines made an
effort to draw Taiwan to invest
in the country’s tourism sector
during the recently-concluded
Philippine Tourism Investment
Forum held in Taipei. Taiwan
has a New Southbound Policy
that puts its investments in at
least 18 countries covered by
the po;icy.
The forum hyped the
investment opportunities in the
country’s tourism and tourism
infrastructure to at least 120
Taiwanese business leaders.
To recall, Taiwanese
investment in the country hit
the highest point in 2015 at
US$644 million nt plummeted
to only US$149 last year
despite the five-fold increase
in the number of investments.
The forum, organized
by Manila Economic and
Cultural Office (MECO) and
held in Taipei for the first
time, sought to promote
Taiwanese
investment,
development
and
partnership
opportunities
in the tourism, hospitality
and entertainment sectors
in the Philippines, as well as
heighten Taiwan’s presence
in these industries.
Angelito Banayo, MECO
Chairman disclosed the
incentives offered include
income tax holidays up to six
years, 5 percent preferential
taxes on gross income,
and tax exemptions on
importation on capital and
transportation of equipment
until 2020, among others.
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LIGHTER SIDE

FUn TRiVIA

MAGTIGMUAY TA!

An ostrich’s eye is bigger than its brain.
TYPEWRITER is the longest word that can be made using the
letters only on one row of the keyboard.

1. Langub sa Madrid, puno sa mga tigib.
_________

“Go,” is the shortest complete sentence in the English language.

2. Bisan asa si Mario padulong, sa iyang
balay mupasilong. _________

In ancient Egypt, priests plucked every hair from their bodies,
including their eyebrows and eyelashes.

3. Kamote sa Dalaguete sa ilawom ang panit.
__________

The longest one-syllable word in the English language is
“screeched.”

4. Alkansiya ni Inda ang sulod pulos tai sa
ilaga. __________

The symbol on the “pound” key (#) is called an octothorpe.

5. Patyon kon mapalgan, daladalahon kon di
hikit-an. _________

A handsome prize awaits anyone who can answer
all 10 riddles.
Instructions:
Write your answer opposite each riddle.
Cut the Magtigmuay Ta portion
Enclose it in an envelope with your name, address &
contact no.
Send it to:
Cebu Business Week
Room 310-A, WDC Building
Corner P. Burgos & Juan Luna Sts., Cebu City
Entries will be raffled off and only 5 winners will be
picked.
Names of winners will be published next issue and
notified for the claiming of prize
Winners must bring a valid ID to be able to claim the
prize
There will be a new set of riddles every week.
Persons affiliated with Cebu Business Week and
relatives of any of its personnel are disqualified from
joining.
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SEA GAMES Tidbits
The Philippines formally
received
the
Southeast
Asian Games flame from
2017 host Malaysia in a
handover ceremony that
kicks off the country’s
hosting preparations into
high
gear.
Philippine
Olympic Committee (POC)
board member Cynthia
Carrion accepted the flame
from Malaysia Olympic
Committee president Norza
Zakaria
on
Thursday,
October 3, in a ceremonial
lighting of the lantern set
at the renowned Bukit Jalil
National Stadium in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Jayson Castro begging

off from playing in the
FIBA World Cup seemed
to have marked the end of
his illustrious international
career that saw him get
hailed twice as the best point
guard in Asia.
But surprisingly, though,
it took just a call to make
him come back in the fold
for Gilas Pilipinas, this time
with the task of helping the
national team capture the
top prize in the Southeast
Asian Games under new
head coach Tim Cone.
Indonesia’s weightlifter
Eko Yuli Irawan, a silver
medalist at the Rio Olympic
Games in 2016, was optimistic

to claim the 61kg title during
the forthcoming 2019 SEA
Games in the Philippines.
The target was made after
the Indonesian Olympic
Committee discussed with the
country’s Weightlifting and
Body Building Association.
Skateboarding in the
Philippines catapulted to
prominence when Margielyn
Didal captured a gold medal
in the 2018 Indonesia Asian
Games.
Didal’s brilliance will
certainly rub off to the rest of
the national skaters as they
seek to rule the skateboarding
competitions in the 30th
Southeast Asian Games.

SCHEDULES FOR VARIOUS COMBAT SPORTS
EVENTS IN UPCOMING SOUTHEAST ASIAN GAMES
Thirteen martial arts disciplines will be competed in
the bi-annual meet. This begins on November 30 through
December 11, 2019
Six venues play host for the aforementioned disciplines
namely, Laus Group Events Center and Angeles University
Foundation in San Fernando, Pampanga and Subic Bay’s
Exhibition and Convention Center up north in addition to the
Cuneta Astrodome, World Trade Center and Rizal Memorial
Stadium.
Here is the summary
of the tentative event dates:
Arnis
Dec 1-3
Kurash
Boxing
Dec 2-7
Muay Thai
Fencing
Dec 1-6
Pencak Silat
Jiu-Jitsu
Dec 9-10 Sambo
Judo
Dec 4-7
Taekwondo
Karate
Dec 7-9
Wrestling
Kickboxing
Dec 7-10
Wushu

Dec 1-2
Dec 2-7
Dec 2-6
Dec 5-6
Dec 7-9
Dec 9-10
Dec 1-3

From L-R: Mynt President and
CEO Anthony Thomas, Globe
Chief Commercial Officer Albert
de Larrazabal, Siargao Tourism
Operators Association President
Ian Sermonia, Globe President
and CEO Ernest Cu, Surigao del
Norte 1st District Rep. Francisco
“Bingo” Matugas II, Surigao del
Norte Governor Francisco “Lalo”
Matugas, and Globe SVP for Globe
Business Peter Maquera.

Globe makes waves at Siargao Cloud 9 Surfing Cup
If you’ve ever wanted
to experience the sport of
surfing, Siargao is the place
to go, and this October,
the surfing capital of the
Philippines is holding the
25th run of Siargao Cloud 9
Surfing Cup. As a World Surf
League (WSL) official event,
surfers from all over the
world are coming together
to show their skills from
October 4-9, 2019.
This year, Globe, through
its micro, small, and medium
enterprise (MSME) arm
Globe myBusiness, is working
with the Siargao International
Surfing Organizing Committee
composed of the office of Rep.
Francisco “Bingo” Matugas II,
1st District, Surigao del Norte;

Surigao del Norte Provincial
Government headed by Gov.
Francisco “Lalo” Matugas;
and General Luna local
government unit led by Mayor
Cecilia “Yayang” Rusillon, in
an effort to push sustainable
tourism and highlight Siargao
as one of the best surfing
destinations in the world.
The
competition
is
especially important because
surfing is now part of the 2020
Olympics. “The event will
give our local surfers muchneeded exposure and will help
them earn points to qualify for
the quadrennial event. Surfing
is a sport in which our locals
have excelled in. With the
proper training and funding,
our surfers can help us clinch

an Olympic medal,” said Rep.
Matugas.
He added: “Considering
that this year is the 25th
anniversary of the Siargao
Cloud 9 Surfing Cup, we
would like to make the event
more grand and memorable.
We recognize that we cannot
do it alone. Globe’s valuable
support will surely ensure
the competition’s success.”
Ernest
Cu,
Globe
President and CEO, on the
other hand, sees Siargao as
having a lot of potential to
become one of the major
tourist destinations in South
East Asia, thus, the decision
to help the growth of Siargao
through digitalization and
sustainability efforts.

Globe entered into a
strategic partnership with
the Department of Tourism
recently for the promotion and
digital transformation of the
Philippine Tourism industry
with Siargao as a showcase.
“We came in with a
very long-term view for
Siargao. We started with
bringing connectivity to
General Luna just in time to
support this major surfing
competition and we hope
that the world stage will see
this.
Connectivity starts
the transformation in many
communities. For tourism,
our guests from other
countries and even local
tourists can now instantly
share their experience via

social media. We know that
people love to document their
travels around the island
and talk positively about
their experience through
Instagram,
Facebook,
Twitter and other social
media platforms,” he said.
At the same time, Globe
set up an Ecobooth at Cloud
9 that serves as a hub for
environmental
awareness
conversation and sharing
of best practices on how to
protect and preserve the
environment,
particularly
marine biodiversity. Anyone
can visit the Ecobooth to
exchange their plastic bags
and plastic bottles with an
eco-bag. They can also get
exciting freebies.

